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About This Game

In the Land of Fairy Tales, finding a happy ending is a trivial thing. That is until you look under the sofa or check the expiration
dates in the fridge. Even the happiest of storybook creatures have their messy habits and dirty laundry. And who does the

cleaning? Why, the cleaning fairy, of course! Welcome to The Glade's one and only cleaning service – Fairy Maids! Take on the
fast and fun Time Management gameplay!

- Exciting action
- Hilarious characters

- Become the cleaning fairy!
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As someone who grew up with these games, I can tell you three things

1-These games are not very high tech or rich story wise
2-These games are old
3-These games are very simple

But sometimes a game being old, or even feeling a bit outdated isn't necessarily a problem with games. Big Money Delux is a
fun time waster puzzle game that has 3 modes that give you different mindsets and are equally fun in their own ways to provide
entertainment

1-Action-Click as many matching color coins as fast as possible before the grid overflows and go for a high score while
collecting the required money bags
2-Strategy-Get the money bags but choose your matches carefully as each move makes you mint new coins and if you don't pay
attention you can overfill the grid quickly
3-Puzzle-You try to clear enough of the coins in an order that can bring the minimum number of money bags to the bottom

These might not seem like groundbreaking concepts, but they are executed well and are easy to understand, yet hard to master if
you really want to go for a high score

Don't get me wrong, this game isn't the next big thing (this game came out around 2004 or 2003 if I remember correctly, and I
played this video game as a kid) but what I can tell you is Popcap (who's unfortunately owned by EA these days after being
bought out) ): knew what they were doing when creating simple, fun and addictive (and visually appealing) games

And while this game might be a bit outdated, the fun factor still holds up, and for only 5 bucks, you get some simple fun and a
nice flashback to a simpler time for computer games. Got this game free.. The game was short and funny. And every bit as
frustrating as healing should be. Buy it on sale.. feels a lot like an android game.. its nice, but its not worth the price they're
asking for it.. Zombie survival RTS game, reminds me of "They are Billions" loads of polish here, nice balance and a decent
difficulty curve.
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So, I'd love to rate this game good... but I cannot due to the fact you randomly die every 3 minutes that you are in the world
when no monsters are near or states are reletively find and ok... wtf?! cannot do anything without dying randomly. First I want
to say this game has alot of potential to be a great survival\/horror. And it is well put together espically being the first product
that the devs have made. Here is the bugs and glitches I have found in this short time playing. And also my ideas for future
improvment.

1. Inside of the big plane compartment there is no sound walking inside of it. And also the plane has invisble barriers due to I
guess static mesh of the planes skeleton.

2. Once you find a small area with a house with a chimmeny in it you get stuck if you go through the small door and your upper
body somewhat goes into the top floor.

3. If taken by the Npc(Enemy) In this game and put into a locked room with the only way getting on is by jumping onto the
second floor above if you end up doing so and dobule jumping or hitting a ceartain spot on the wall while trying to get up and
over it puts you on top of the house.

4.If you find a gated area with a tracter and a water tower at the back right there is a spot where you can jump off onto the gate
and get stuck on it and then the game displays a message under your feet about something.

5. If you find a tunnel with a wall asking you break it, well if turn and face back towards the way u came, you go to the right and
between two trees there is a rock you can walk through.

These are the suggestions to improving the game.

1. Mabye a better intergrated inventory system of being able to see the items while on the selected item and even adding
animation of eating or drinking the item.

2. Mabye more different types of birds please, the other ones are somewhat annoying lol.

3. Adding stamina to the hud and the character.

4. Add a more scary feel by having the Npc walking around looking for you and mabye have more than a couple of them.

5. Add if you go for a swim or get wet your temp drops faster.

This is all I have so far and will contiune to give feedback. Great game and has high potential just don't abandon it like most
devs do.. I generally like quiz-based games. This one has plenty of content (as you probably guessed), and it can be pretty
challenging, but the narrator has one of those speech-to-text voices, which I found to be fairly annoying. A placeholder voice is
fine in an early access title, but not in a full release, in my opinion. I would have preferred a voiceless speech-bubble
presentation or something similar (e.g., Nintendo-style) instead of the current presentation.

Would I still recommend this? Yes, but barely. Unless you have to have it right now, I recommend waiting for a discount. You
can find similar games for free for most mobile devices.. This is my favorite VR experience yet. I spent a whole hour in the
starting area! I wish i can give this game 5 stars. It has good humor, theres so many things to do, and its MUCH longer than Job
Simulator. Speaking of Job Sim, if you loved it, you will love this game. 10/10. Still a great classic.
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